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Composite materials have been used for centuries, brick.rcinforced with strait/, laminated iron-steel
swoid.--, gun-bs.nels and concrete, to name but^a few. Today industrial innovations improved energy
planning, uncertain availability have created a greater interest in search of new materials. 9{pw that
incrc.i-ingiy severe pcrjonnance requirements are forcing many conventional materials to the limit, the
i'iii/i.'iL .••/•.« ::ppro.ich of jilting the design to the properties is changing into one of finding materials utith
the r.jht properties to meet the demands of design, service and economics. -• ••

'Inc use oj composite materials have progressed through several stages in past two and half decade,
first, demonstration pieces were built tiHth the idea of 'let's see if toe can build one". 'Jor second stage,
replacement pieces, part of the objective was to test a part designed to replace a metal part in an existing
application. 'l~f\e last stage is actual production pieces designed from the beginning, to be fabricated wholly
from composite, 'ihis last goal is being approached in deliberate, conservative and multistage fashion.

Pi substantial composite technology has been developed and awaits further challenge. In this paper
new higher order shear deformablc theory foranisotropic laminatedcomposite is presented. iJii-yinite'Element
Method is used to get static and dynamic solution for the plate it/itH and without damping effects, finally,
examples and discussions are presented to demonstrate the accuracy of the theory presented herein.
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1.0 Introduction

Technological progress results in the continuous expansion of structural material types and in
an improvement of their properties. Generally, new materials emerge because of a natural desire to
improve the efficiency of proposed structures. Those materials in turn afford new opportunities to produce
totally updated designs and fabrication methods, while the subsequent development presents material
science with new task. One of the clearest manifestation of such an interrelated process is the
development and application of composite materials. Composite materials are often termed the-finalerial
of the future. The needs of the defence and aerospace industry led to the development and application
of composite materials. Low weight, high strength and greater rigidity were of paramount interest. The
emergence of glass rein'orced plastics, which have found extensive application, has allowed the
development of promising design concepts and efficient fabrication. This is followed in turn by new
advanced materials based on carbon or boron liber dispersed in polymeric, metal or ceramic matrices.

While composite materials offer many desirable features over conventional materials, they also
present challenging technical problems in the understanding of their structural behaviour.manufaciuring,
and in the damage and failure modes developed during their service. The subject of composite materials
is an interdisciplinary area where chemists, materials scientists, chemical, mechanical, structural, and
manufacturing engineers contribute to the overall product. The properties that can be improved by forming
a composite material include strength, weight, fatigue life, temperature dependent behaviour elc.
Naturally, not all ol the above properties are required to be improved at the same time. Analysis of
laminated composites requires consideration of several additional factors which do not exist in conventional
materials. Specifically, we need three bridges to link as shown in Figure 1.1

A variety of structural elements such as cylinders, beams, plates and shells could be potentially
useful for the analysis of composite laminates. In recent years plates made up of composite material
are being used increasingly in many engineering applications, ranging from the fuselage of the missile,
armor plate to the frame of a tennis racket. The high stiffness-to-weight ratio, coupled with the flexibility
of the selection of the lamination scheme that can be tailored to match the design requirements, makes
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Figure 1.1: An Integrated Framework for Composite Material
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attractive structural elements for defence, aerospace and nuclear industry. The increased use of
laminated plates in various fields has motivated the use of plates as the structural elements tor the.
current research.

In recent years, the research towards the development of plate theories has been extensive.
The classical lamination theory, which is an extension of classical plate theory to laminated plates,
ignores the transverse shear effect. The classical lamination theory is adequate for many engineering
problems. However, laminated plates made of such advanced filamentary composite material as graphite
epoxy, with very large elastic to shear modulus ratios are susceptible to thickness effects because
their effective transverse shear module are significantly smaller than the effective elastic moduli along
the fiber direction. Recent developments in the analysis of plates also indicates that the thickness has
more pronounced eflect on the behaviour of an anisotropic laminate than on an isotropic laminate.

A number of shear deformation theories for laminated plates have been proposed to date. The
first shear deformation plate theory was that of Reissner [1). The origin of displacement based theories
is apparently attributed to Basset [2], who began his analysis with the assumption that the displacement
components can be expanded in a series of powers of the thickness coordinate. The shear delormation
theory based on the displacement field for plates is often referred to as the Mindlin's plate theory. The
literature review points out that the basic idea came from Basset, Hildebrand, Reissner,-and Thomas
[3] and Hencky [4]. Mindlin expanded Reissner and Hencky's theory for dynamic analysis [5]..We will
refer to this shear deformation theory based on the displacement field as the lirst order shear deformation
theory (FSDT).

Higher order shear delormation theories have been investigated by Nelson and LorcK [6]; Liberscu
[7]; and Lo, Christensen and Wu {8]. These higher order theories are cumbersome and computationally
demanding. Levinson [9] and Murthy [10] presented third order theories that assume transverse
inextensibility. However, both authors used the equilibrium equation of the first order theory in their
analysis. Reddy [11,12] corrected these theories by deriving the governing differential equations from
variational principles. A generalization of the first order shear deformation plate theory for homogeneous
isotropic plate to arbitrarily laminated anisolropic plate has been made in [13,14]. Other theories, for
example, the effective stiffness theoiy of Sun and Whitney [15], the higher order theory of Whitney
and Sun [16], and the three dimensional elasticity theory ol Srinivas et at. [17] have been reviewed
in [18]. Recently, a modified form of refined plate theory has been developed and implemented [19-
20].

While the basic spirit of the plate theory is the same as that used by Bassef and others cited
earlier, the theory naturally brings in variational/finite element approximation during its development.
The variational formulation of the classical lamination theory [14] as well as HSDT by Reddy [12] involves
second order derivatives of transverse displacement. Therefore, in finite element modelling of such
theories the continuity of not only the transverse displacement should be imposed but also its derivatives
along the element bouhdary. In other words, a conforming plate bending element based on the dis-
placement formulation of these theories requires the continuity of transverse displacements and their
derivatives across the inler-elemenl boundaries. To overcome the stringent continuity requirements
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several alternative formulations and associated elemenls have been developed. These include hybrid
finite elemenls, mixed finite elements, and shear flexible elements based on first order shear deformation
theory. Exact solutions and conventional and mixed finite element models of higher order shear
deformation theory have been reported in literature.

The objective of this research is to develop a two dimensional Unite element model for the analysis'
of laminated composite plate. The present model, which is an extension of the previous work by the
author, utilizes a higher order shear deformation plate theory. Tractable constitutive equations are
developed. Solutions are obtained using Finite Element method and are compared with available results.
The convergence and accuracy of the present methodology is demonstrated for cross/angle ply laminated
composite plale.

2.0 Theory and Finite Element Implementation

2. 1 Kinematics

Consider a plate of thickness li composed of a tinile number, n, of the fiber reinforced anisotropic
laminas with fibers oriented at angles 0,, 02..0n as shown in Figure 2.1. The shear deformation theories
for a laminated plate can be developed using a displacement field of the following from ...

"(x.y.z.t) = uo(x.y,t) + z ( a , | j + a2G J + 23(a3^

v(x,v,z,t) = vo(x,y,0 + z ( a , ^ + a29y) + z3(a3Cy+a, ^> (0y + j ^ ) ) (2.1)

w(x.;\z,0 = wo(x,y,t)

where (u.v.w) are the displacements of a generic point (x.y.z) in a laminated anisotropic plate at time
t. (u

o -vo >wo ) a r e l n e displacements at point (x.y.o) in the reference plane of the laminated plate,
Gx .(x,y,l) and Qy (x,y,t) are the rotations of the normals of the reference plane about y-axis and
x-axis, and ,S(x,y,t) and S(x,y,t) are the so called warping functions. Different combinations, of the
parametersed, i=1,2,3,4 in equation (2.1) yield different plale theories as shown in Table 1. The HSDT
developed by Christensen et al., corresponds to o<2 .. = u^ =1, with an additional quadratic term
in planar displacements and two additional terms (linear and quadratic) in transverse displacement.
In this research FSDT and HSDT are used. Using equation (2.1) the following in-plane and transverse
shear strain components can be derived

£ ! = £p + £ f + f i£w (2.2)

£ s = £ s + p£s w (2.3)

with £ p , £ and S. representing the extensional, flexural, and warping parts of the strain.
The variablefidescribes the type of plate theory used. For FSDTg= O'and for HSDT 8 = 1 is assumed,
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with £,s and £sw represenling the shear and shear-warp parts of the strain.

Figure 2.1: Geometry of tho Laminated Plate.

Table-2. 1. Values of coefficients, crt. for different plate theories with and without shear deformation
eflect.

Type of Plate Theory

Classical Plate Theory

Mindlin Plate Theory

Higher Order Theory of Reddy

Present Higher Order Theory

-1

0

0

0

0

-1

1

-1

0

b
0

1

0

0

-1

0
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2 . 2 Constitutive Equations

The constitutive equation between the inplane stresses and strains of the k-th orttiotropic lamina
expressed in the mate ial coordinate system, can be written as

Q n Q12 0
Qi2 Q22 0
0 0 Q66

00 El

(2.4a)

where the subscripts 1 and 2 denote the parallel to the fiber and transverse to the fiber directions,
respectively and QIJt i.J - 1,2,6 are the reduced elastic constants. The laminated composites are
constructed of several laminas, each lamina with different fiber angle.9,measured with respect to the
global coordinate system. Therefore, it is necessary to derive relations which transform the material
coordinate system, to the global coordinate system. Transformation of the constitutive equation (2.4a)
to the global coordinate system (x,y) gives

Ql2 Q l 6 V

Q22 Q26

Q26 Q66 J

where the matrix [Q] is given as:

Q12 (2.4b)

where (T(K)] and [t<k)] are the transformation matrices. Similarly, the constitutive equation for the
transverse shear stresses in global coordinate system takes the form

'xz

'yz

R44 RAST

R45 R55J
(2.5)

where the matrix [R] is given as:

and X is the shear correction factor, which is required for FSDT only. At layer interface, continuity of
both transverse shear stresses and displacements is required. In FSDT, it is assumed that normals
to the middle surface remain straight but do not necessarily remain normal to the middle surface of
the plate. The later continuity condition is satisfied but the former is not. This assumption makes the
transverse shear strain constant through the thickness, which is a coarse approximaliorr to the actual
variation. Therefore, a shear correction factor x is introduced, so that the stresses obtained are close
to the realistic distribution. In order to derive the constitutive equation for the laminate, the resultant
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forces, warps and moments are obtained by integrating the stress components through the thickness.
After some algebra, it can be shown that

/ N >. / [ A ] [ I J ] ( E ] s
f M 1 » f ( » ] [ D ] (FJ
U J UEJ IF) IGJ.J

(2.6a)

Cw ) - (
IS,] (S2)
IS, . IS,] . . .

(2.6b)

where

(IAJ. [B]. [D], IE]. IF]. IGJ) - £ (1. i. * 2 . * ' . *".

(2.7)

(IS1]. JS2]. [S3]} = 2 J [ft](k)r.l,z2.z*)dz.

where hK and hK, are the z-coordinates of the upper and lower surfaces of the k-th lamina.

2.3 Variational Formulation

Given the kinematic relations of equation (2.1) it is possible to derive the equilibrium equation
and boundary conditions for a generalized plate. The plate to be analyzed may have curved or straight
boundary as well as different loading conditions. Varialional techniques such as those described in
Washizu, provide the most general method of deriving governing equations and boundary conditions
consistent with assumed kinematic relations. At each instant of time, the principle of virtual work for
the plate can be written as follows:

[5eiT0i

V
d V + .

sTOsdV « fqSwdxdy

J p(u5u+v6v + «5w) dV
(28)

where A is the cross-sectional area, V is the volume, and P(x,y,z) is the density of the plate. With
the kinematic conditions assumed in this research, the second integral on the right hand side of the
above equation finally take the form

J
A

d A

where the longitudinal moment of inertia Ip, coupling moments of inertia IC|,
of inertia L. and warp moment of inertia I are defined as

-(2.9)

2, and 1^, rotary moment
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(2.10) •,. '

Using the laminate constitutive relation and equation (2.9), equation (2.8) lead'to the following ̂
form of the principle of virtual work equation - ' "• ...

J(p5e'TiF]Ew

[(*• 8esTi.s-i)es. psesTis2ie!W •. !!5kswTis2]es + fiScswTiS3jesw)'"\

J U{ ^Sn.+ V.Sv^ w > . ) + !£,f0 5-. !^0fiv i j+^S0A.\50 ).^iA
A

+ JqSwdA + Jr-lAeO.+ ̂ fiOjVpi.flBCtf/.:,)}^ (2-10
A A

which is the final form of the virtual work principle as it is required for finite eiemont calculations. The
above equation makes clear all the coupling mechanismr between extensions!, flexure, and warp
deformations.

2.4 Finite Element Mode!

Let us divide the plane domain 'A' into 'N' isoparametric elements of area Ae, e >= 1.2...N with
n nodes per element, where each node i (i-f,..n) is identified with seven degrees o( freedom
u(o ' ("I vc wJ- °i- °y ?•• £»)(,)• , F o r simpHcity, we assume over each element the same

inlerpolation for all seven variables, i.e.
n n n n

"D - Z N,UJ va = X N.vJ WB = J , NiwJ 0, = X N,0 '
' - ' ' ' lO l

where Ni, i=i,, n are the interpolation functions. It is now easy to derive the relation of the
element extensional, flexural, warp, shear and shear-warp strains in terms of the nodal degrees of
freedom, {d}|e) = (U(e), U(e), .., U(e),). In summary, we can write

) ( r)(J! ( c ) (2.!2b)
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where the generalized strain displacement matrices are given in the Appendix^j./For arbitrary value
of virtual displacements, equation (2.12) finally leads to the following assembled»;eqoations

IMHi)} + IK] (D) = (F) (2.13)

Here the unknown vector (D) is generated by the assemblage of element degrees of freedom {d}(8) ,
e=i,2 N, where N is the total number of elements in the domain A. The assembled stiffness matrix,
mass matrix, and load vector are

IK) - Z f[lBP)T[A)|UPMb"]Tll>)[Url+plDP)TU')|Ilw

f f r T f I T T

+ PlBw|T[K][Df]+p[nw)Tl(;][Uw]+[DJITtSljrD5]+P(ll5JTtS2J[Bsw]

+ P[Usw]T[S2][Ds]+p[Usw)T[S3)[D5wJ] dA (2.14a)

IM) = Z f [N)T((M|' + [M]2)|N)dxdy (2.14b)
' A.

t D = I f (N]T{q)dxdy (2.14c)

where [MJ1 and [M]2 are defined in the Appendix C, and {q} is the distributed load. A consistent mass
matrix is used in this work, although several different schemes for evaluating [MJ are available in the
literature. For static analysis the mass matrix is a null matrix and the system of equations reduces
to [K] {D} = {F}. In present study, the equations are solved using Frontal technique. It differs from other
solution procedures in the fact that here the solution and elimination proceed together. As soon as
the coefficients of an equation are completely assembled, the corresponding variable is eliminated
immediately. This equation is now sent to the storage to be used for back substitution only. This is
the main idea in Frontal technique. Though some versions of this technique use Cholesky decomposition,
the method used here makes use of Gaussian elimination and is based on the work of Irons. For nonlinear
response the method in reference [20] is employed in this work. In this work a 9-noded Lagrangian
element is used with a completely reduced or selectively reduced integration scheme.

For a complete analysis of plate, the stresses are calculated using constitutive equation. The
use of constitutive equation to calculate stresses yields accurate inplane stresses, but the transverse
shear stresses are not as accurate. This is due to the approximate manner in which the transverse
shear effects are calculated. Continuity of the transverse shear stresses is not imposed at layer interface.
Another method of calculating the stresses is to calculate the inplane stresses from constitutive equations
and transverse shear stresses from the equilibrium equations . The second method produces very
accurate transverse shear stresses, which are also continuous across the thickness.

3.0 Results and Discussion

Numerical computations are carried out for an arbitrary laminated composite plate. The deflec-
tions, stresses and transient response are obtained using unilorm mesh. The accuracy of the results
are demonstrated by comparing the results to those obtained from other analysis. All plates analyzed
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are square with planar dimensions, axa, and total thickness h. The origin of the plate is located at
the left corner on the midplane. The following two sets of material properties are used.

MateriaJ-I: Ej = 25.0 MN/m2 E2 = 1.0 MN/m2 G12 = 0.5 MN/m2

G23 = 0.2 MN/rn2 G13 = 0.2 MN/m2 V
J 2 = 0.25

a = b = 1.0m p = l.O

Maierial-H: E, = 37.68 GN/m2 E2 = 10.91 GN/nr G|2 = 4.91 GN/m2

G23 =4.91 GN/m2 GI3 = 4.91 GN/m2 v
i 2 = 0.3

a = b = 0.227 m p = 1819.3 kg/m3

Simply supported boundary condition is used with biaxial symmetry condition. For a quarter plate model
the boundary conditions are as follows.

u(0,y,z) = u(a/2,y,z) = v(x,0,z) = v(x,b/2,z) = 0
ey(0,y,z) = 0y(x,b/2,z) = 0x(x,0.z) = Gx(a/2,y,z) = 0
^(O.y.z) = Cy(x,b/2,z) = C*(x,0,z) = CCatf.y.z) = 0
w(0,y,z) = w(x,0,z) = 0

The first example describes the importance of HSDT as compared to FSDT and classical
lamination theory. A three ply (0/90/0) simply supported square plate is analyzed for different material
properties and different ply thickness under uniformly distributed loading. Material set J[ is;used with
different values of GI2 in top and bottom laminas as shown in table 2.2. A quarter of the plate is- analyzed
using a 2x2 mesh. The results are obtained using FSDT and HSDT, and are compared in table 3.1
with those presented in literature. The HSDT results are in excellent agreement with exact theory.
However, the good agreement evident between FSDT and exact theory is expected, since the shear
correction factor are calculated based on realistic assumption. It can be observed from the table that
with increasing difference between the material properties of laminas, the classical plate theory fails
to predict accurate results. The FSDT predicts the accurate values for the deflections, but stresses
are not so accurate. The high accuracy of HSDT is due to the inclusion of warping effects in the plate
theory. In general, the FSDT and HSDT theories yield almost same results for deflection, while HSDT
being better in predicting stresses.
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Table 3.1:

Results

Exact Theory*
CPT
FSDT (K » .7461)
HSDT

Exact Theory*

err
FSDT (K = .6324)
HSDT

Exact Theory*
CPT
FSDT (K = .4938)
HSDT

Exact Theory*
CPT
FSDT (K = .5473)
HSDT

Exact Theory**
CPT
FSDT (K = .6449)

HSDT

hq

*hi = h3 = O.lh, h2

Comparison of results for ihree ply (0/90/0) simply supported square plate.

Ci

1.0

10.0

50.0

50.0

10.0

= 0.8h

c2

1.0

10.0

50.0

10.0

10.0

w.

181.05
168.38
183.99
181.97

41.906
31.241

41.922
41.893

16.753
6.762

16.819
16.850

28.297
17.855
29.432
28.476

34.549
25.342
34.872
34.921

Top ply
at top surface

36.021
36.098
36.223
36.121

65.332
66.953
65.226
65.419

67.213
72.457
65.307
67.929

91.610
80.037
88.238
92.056

63.756
67.060
67.534
63.504

— at (a/2,a/2,0)

* G,2(2)
= 0.1h, h2 = 0.6h,

o.
Top ply

at bottom surface

28.538
28.878
28.978
28.872

48.857
53.563
48.435
48.726

37.4*73 .
57.966
40.159
38.556

37.307
51.771
42.287
39.131

50.236
56.199 '
53.218
51.172

h3 = 0.3h

1(3



The second example considered is a three ply (0/90/0) simply supported square plate subjected to
transverse sinusoidally distributed load q » q0Sin(rcx/a) Sin(rcy/a)i$ applied. A quarter of the plate is
analyzed using 3x3 mesh. Material set I is used with an aspect ratio of 10 (AR=10). Figure 3.1 and
3.2 shows the through thickness variation of transverse shear stresses, G~M and (J t respectively in
terms of normalized quantities. The thickness variable is normalized by dividing h (z/h) and stresses
are normalized by dividing with the product of load ahd aspect ralio(a/q*AR).The stress 0"^ is calculated
at (0.053.0.447) and stress <T2 is calculated at (0.447.0.053). The transverse shear stresses are shown
to vanish on the top and bottom surfaces of the plate and they reach maximum value at the miaplane
of the laminate. The distribution of both the stresses have the same shape as the elasticity solution
and the results compare very well.

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3

Normalized Stress, xz

Figure : 3.1 Transverse shear stress tor a cross ply simply supported square plate.
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o.oo 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12

Normalized Stress, yz

Figure : 3.2 Transverse shear stress (or a cross ply simply supported square plate.

With right armour design not only small or medium size shaped charges but also large calibre
shaped charges can be stopped. This example considers a hypothetical composite armour plate that
has to be designed to meet the performance, fatricide and collateral damage requirements. With actual
or anticipated increases in perforation capabilities of the threat, it became more and more necessary
to increase the thickness and depth of the armour to defeat the threat. However, there are obvious
limitations in regard to total mass and physical dimension of fighting vehicle. Therefore, it was ultimately
no longer feasible to further increase the thickness of armour plate. Other possible techniques
have to be found. Composite armour, consisting of layers of different material is one
solution, which provide strength and efficiency, this example illustrates the difference in nonlinear
response for a conventional and composite armour plate. For this purpose, an analysis of
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both isotropic and anisotropic laminated damped square plate (Aspect Ratio, AFU30.0), under suddenly
applied load, is undertaken to demonstrate the growth of plastic zone. The laminate consist of eight
laminas of equal thickness. The fibers in anisotropic laminated composite plates are oriented at an
angle of zero degree. Comparison of the plastic zones in both isotropic and anisotropic laminated plates
is shown in figure 3.3. The formation of plastic regions agree with the discrete model solution of Owen
et. al.. As expected, one linds that the isotropic plate experiences more extensive yielding as compared
to their anisotropic counterparts. At Ihe same loading level, the plastic zones in all laminas of anisotropic
laminated plate are small and contained near the boundary and center of the plate. It can be concluded
from this example that anisotropic laminated plates have increased load carrying capacity as compared
to isotropic laminated plates.

4.0 Conc lus ion

This research provides a theoretical and computational framework for the analysis of anisotropic
laminated composite plates. The misbehaviour of the composite plates is analyzed. A FSDT and HSDT
is employed herein to obtain the response of laminated fibrous composite plate. The HSDT contains
two more independent variables (warpon xz-plane and yz-plane ) as compared to FSDT aiid results
in accurate prediction of deflections and stresses. The different type of shear deformation theories have
little elfect on deflections, However, HSDT gives much accurate results for stresses than FSDT, when
compared to a 3-dimensional elasticity solutions. The basic conclusion of this study are as follows:
For anisotropic laminated plates, the developed HSDT predicts more accurate results than FSDT. The
determination of correct shear correction factor is crucial to the accuracy of the solutions obtained using
FSDT. Apart from all of these, a laminated plate with best possible combination can be designed using
the present analysis.
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